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Abstract: This paper reports on research involving researchers and senior
undergraduate students investigating the potential for sharing parametric digital
design models via a central server using version control software for file sharing
and locking. The innovation is introducing remote shared flexible modeling in
very early design to observe firstly, the negotiation of protocols for working
together in this environment and secondly the generative and constraining
impacts of working in a flexible relational model with other unseen hands at
work.
Keywords: Collaborative design: digital modeling; parametric design; version
control.

Introduction: Background
At the heart of Building Information Modeling (BIM)
is the holy grail of simultaneously sharing all current
information across the team. (Pazdon 2007) The next
stage of sophistication is to link changes in one area
to another and to automate updating. The next is to
make these artifacts digital variable parametric objects with mutual dependencies.
This research was based on witnessing one particular system for allowing modelers to work together to construct a three dimensional model of a large
project. It was revelatory to be modeling the walls
and columns for the sixth floor of a building while
the third and tenth simultaneously and spontaneously appeared in the model on the monitor, other
invisible hands at work. At the same time this model
retained a measure of variability such that the radius
or profile of the columns could still be edited at the

level of the whole building, whole floor or the individual column, in each case by a single intervention.

Aims – what we wanted to find out
Our research transplants this approach to remote
concurrent flexible modeling from BIM to the very
early stages of design to investigate how the necessary protocols might develop between co-modelers
in more formative design endeavor. We wished to
address the following questions. What are the issues
and constraints with this type of working particularly
in the early design stages? What happens when you
start with a high degree of design freedom in a collective parametric model (as compared to within the
clearer constraints at a later stage of design development and documentation)? How intuitive can such a
modeling system be and what is the point at which
it makes sense to step from shared informal sketching into a more explicit shared parametric modeling
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Figure 1
File access regulation for two
users controlled by updating, locking/unlocking and
committing

environment? What are the pre-conditions for being
able to interact effectively in shared space- how does
the ground need to be prepared?

Why we wanted to know it?
We approached this project with all due skepticism
in the spirit of scientific enquiry. It had the potential
to yield extensible knowledge about underpinning
collaborative early modeling with relational digital
modeling tools. We would learn about the detailed
negotiation between collaborating designers and
the meta structures or level of protocol needed in
order to be able to engage in this way of modeling.
It was a good way to understand the constraints and
limitations by starting out with very few. Having understood the system in the context of a highly constrained building information model, we wanted to
take it on a wild rally drive through early design to
see what this would throw up in terms of new knowledge of its potential application and limitations.

The system
The system consists of using parametric modeling
software, in this instance Gehry Technologies’ Digital
ProjectTM with version control software Subversion
and Tortoise SVN. By setting up a Subversion server
which would be the definitive home of the checked
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in model files, with Subversion client installed on
modelers’ distributed remote work stations, individuals could update the model on their local machine.
This setup allowed them to access local copies of all
the current files on the server, work on selective files
amongst this collection stored locally, and by updating their files from the server, seeing concurrent
work by others in the same visualization.
File management, file sharing and version control are topics that predate the prevalence of digital
technology in every walk of life. The ‘save as’ function
in software is an opportunity manually to record a
history of discrete versions of a digital file. Versioning software (also known as version control, revision
control or source control) has only recently migrated
from engineering and software development to
more general use. It has traditionally been used by
programmers and computer scientists working with
predominantly text-base files to record changes in
a way that permits a roll back to an earlier version
of the file or program that is being written when a
problem occurs (EE Times 2009). The significance
of its use with text-based files is that these are files
which can be merged. Thus two remote participants
can work concurrently on the same piece of code
and merge the changes subsequently. Subversion is
also particularly well conceived for a branching file
history. Thus it is possible to create a new version of a
file from the trunk of the file history, develop it along

Figure 2
Scalable protocol for structuring ‘components’, ‘subassemblies’, ‘assemblies’ and
the ‘part library’

a branch. If it later proves to be a dead end, the programmer returns to the version on the main trunk to
continue. If the diversion proves to be an improvement, she merges the changes in the successful innovation with the version in the main history.
We quickly discovered that to use versioning
with the binary model files for the modeling software was a different proposition as there is no possibility of merging changes. Thus we had to adopt
file locking and here started one of the first engagements with structuring and understanding file protocols for this particular system.

The project
Phase one of the project was a two week period in
which two architects worked together with the support of computer scientist colleagues firstly, to set
up, configure and trouble shoot the software. They
then started to conceptualize the parallel file-, team, architectural- and geometrical- hierarchies within
the model and they discussed how a schema could

be established that ensures the following three
aspects:
1. data security for individuals;
2. sufficient freedom for individuals to make meaningful design moves;
3. clarity about which files/architectural elements
in the model schema would form a common resource which the model files of individuals could
all reference.
Much discussion centred on how this library
of common reference files could be administered,
updated and its contents negotiated between the
participants. The system was configured so that
participants could only edit files locked to their own
user identity. There was no capacity for concurrent
editing of the local copies of the same file. However,
the geometry in a modeller’s editable files could reference geometry in the library files over which they
had no editing rights. By working with the smallest
possible group of contributing modelers (two) we
set up a protocol that we believed could be scalable
if it was successful in this small prototypical testing.
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Table 1
Characteristics of each part
of the file-structure in regard
to its purpose, content, individual rights and group rights

After setting up the protocol for collaboration,
we started to sketch a real building project on a real
site. In the sketching we broke down the design into
elements assigned to each modeler and we determined which starting information we would need in
the library reference files. We were surprised by the
level of difficulty and time taken in each step of this
process from configuring the software to translating the sketched proposal to an early digital design
model.
Phase Two of the project was to formalize the file
and team structure that we had established and pass
it to two masters level students to apply in the more
sophisticated project – the design for a stadium, a
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project that they undertook over a full semester. Despite almost insurmountable difficulties, they were
able to show interesting outcomes and comment
on the process of modeling together beyond the immediate technological challenges of trying to undertake non standard activities in a very locked down
and normalized environment.
Martens et al (1996) as part of their review of
the essential future of Remote Teamwork including
Distributed Modeling and Shared Modeling identified that apart from several algorithmic problems,
the limited bandwidths of long range computer
networks posed the real technological barrier. While
this problem is largely becoming historic, the main

Figure 3
Screenshot of the parametric
model for testing the file
structure and interactive
changes in the stadium model

difficulty that we encountered was overcoming
highly centralized and inflexible protocols at the
level of the institutional network making it almost
impossible to operate entirely within the institution.
This experience has been common to several research projects involving similar modes of file sharing and has not been limited to academic institutional IT. While trivial, in the context of the research,
overcoming these issues consumed otherwise more
constructive research output. Worse, it limited the
interactivity of the remotely collaborating partners
by constraining their opportunities to update the file
repository relative to the opportunities to work on
the modeling. They were not often able to work on
the model in its current or immediately recent state
with regard to those files locked by their remote
partner. These contextual difficulties may have contributed to the outcomes.

Outcomes and conclusions of this sub
project
The project highlighted the complex interdependency between design authorship and design
leadership or authority of designers who work on

different parts of the same 3D model. Linking flexible
model-parts concurrently and remotely through a
shared model-server required new skills for structuring the design process and for negotiating changes.
While all work undertaken collectively requires
protocols, eg. layer and attribute naming in shared
CAD files, concurrent parametric work is particularly
demanding of clear thinking is this respect. The participants in research experiments described in this
paper tended to lock into a defined hierarchy of
leader and follower early, particularly in managing
the shared library. One participant maintained continuous editing rights over the shared library, while
ostensibly authorized only to make changes after
consultation with the partner modeler. This raised
a number of questions that also suggested experiments for further research.
a. Could we disrupt this normalizing protocol by
scaling the project to three or more participants,
by forcibly exchanging roles during design process, and by introducing a more iterative cycle
between sketching and modeling?
b. What is the detailed application of this particular tandem software approach currently applied
within large teamwork projects?
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Question b: Current application
We now pursued a more detailed review of the current application in practice of this combination of
highly integrated 3D parametric modeling software
with version control software for file sharing and
project management. Gehry Technologies (GT), in
common with practice-based research of the authors had deployed SMARTeam Collaborative Design
Solution as a standard in their office to link geometry and project scheduling. In addressing perceived
shortcomings of this system for the particular workflow issues they were addressing in their research,
GT, as part of their development of the proprietary
parametric modeling software Digital Project, then
introduced a link to CVS versioning software. This allows for the management of access rights from within the Digital Project bench top with clear graphical
flagging of the current status of shared files inside
the modeling program. When GT subsequently migrated from CVS to SVN subversion this functionality
was also migrated. They are using SVN subversion to
support common project repositories for distributed
teams on large complex projects,
We interviewed Dennis Shelden, David Gerber,
and Sameer Kashyap at Gehry Technologies about
the current implementation of SVN subversion to
support a shared model space and data repository
for one of Gehry’s major building projects under
development – the Louis Vuitton project in Paris.
Approximately 80 people working on this project,
distributed across the Paris, New York and LA offices
are using Subversion SVN successfully to share models and model parts across the whole team. Shelden
noted that approximately 75% of those working
with SVN are using it to share data in common repositories while only the remaining 25% also use it
from within Digital Project. This might correspond to
the division between those using the SVN repository
primarily for cooperative work and those using it collaboratively (Kvan 2000). All members of the project
team are using software from the Digital Project/
Catia software family which avoids interoperability
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gaps and ensures good transfer of design data. However, the parametric capabilities included in Digital
Project that allow users to set up design templates
flexibly are not extensively used in the assembly and
editing of the shared information model. GT are not
aiming to set up assembly models in a way that allows one team member to alter elements of the 3D
geometry that would then automatically update
other dependent elements in the extended model.
Gehry Technologies have developed a structure
for the setup of their design projects in Digital Project. It considers the main building drivers (grid, levels, enclosure, core, shell) at the outset of a project
which are then divided into building sections during
‘Schematic Design’. The information contained in the
3D model is used for massing and the extraction of
surface-areas. In ‘Design Development’, building systems information is attached to the model, followed
by detailed information contained in each level for
the ‘Construction Drawings’. This structure supports
a continuous transition of the 3D assembly from
coarse building data to the finalised construction
model throughout the various stages.
One challenge for the assembly of design information throughout the stages is the limit in file-size.
The assemblies produced for a project can contain
several hundred thousand objects (Digital ProjectTM
Part files). If sub-assemblies exceed a certain number
of elements, the main assembly can be slow to open
and operate on and the model becomes difficult or
even impossible to use. This fact also requires a wellthought-through strategy for setting up a folderstructure to host project information that is easy to
navigate by the distributed project team.
Despite the best efforts by GT to set up an a
priori model structure, building practice requires the
team at times to reconsider the order of their sharedspace model as not all contributors to the model
deliver their input at the right time or in the desired
sequence.

Summary
This research investigates the potential for sharing
parametric digital design models assembled from
multiple files via a central server using version control software for file sharing. Initial research has identified the challenges of applying this process in early
design. In particular, a tendency towards very rigid
protocols and hierarchical structures of model objects and modeling roles militated against creative
flexibility.
The research identified the ways in which this
working method and combination of software is
already being deployed for the integration of project information from many sources in extensive and
often remotely located design teams. It is also used
for facilitating the use of the information for scheduling and project management. The protocols at this
late stage of design indicate no acknowledgement
of specific roles or creative input. The process in this
context is the design of a meta model. This is a file
structure based on a breakdown of the whole project along the lines of
• common schematic information (site, structural
grid…),
• information types (e.g. architectural, structural,
mechanical…),
• geometrical breakdown linked to construction
sequence (floor levels).
There is no expectation of substantial alteration
of the design after the model structure has been
established.

Conclusions
As we stated in the introduction, at the heart of
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is the holy grail
of simultaneously sharing all current information
across the team. (Pazdon 2007) The next stage of sophistication is to link changes in one area to another
and to automate updating. The next is to make these
artifacts digital variable parametric objects with mutual dependencies.

In this research, we have started to investigate
a fourth aim: to investigate how far back into the
early stages of creative design exploration it is possible to introduce the process of shared virtual pre
assembly of the building model. On the one hand,
this may appear to confuse two very different activities - Mitchell (2001) has stated that “Ambiguity is a
good thing to have at the beginning, but a bad thing to
leave there at the end” (of the design process). On the
other hand, the current zeitgeist is to improve design
and building performance through broader sharing
in very early design stages, to develop more structurally economic and environmentally responsive architecture. Earlier collaboration between disciplines
necessarily means sharing information and models
at an earlier stage. It also means doing this in a way
that maintains flexibility, creative opportunity, and
accommodates the dearth of information at the early stage. Robert Aish wrote in 2000 that “much of the
construction industry is trapped within the desktop/
document metaphor, which we could argue is wholly
inappropriate to multi-user collaborative workflows
found in the construction sector.” He points out that
multi-user enterprise models using 3D geometrical
and parametrically alterable data were in use in the
pre-PC era in the 80s. Aish claims that personal computing can be seen contributing to the disaggregation of design information.
Are modes of virtual modeling that aggregate
design information without unduly restricting the
design process in the early stages an attainable
goal? It is clear that we are still in the early stages
of sharing all current information across the team
even in the final most definitive stages of generating building information for a project. The added
sophistication of linking changes in one area to another, automating updating and making these artifacts digital variable parametric objects with mutual
dependencies still requires an enormous amount of
research in systems design at a social, organizational
and contractual level as much as at the level of technique before it plays a role in mainstream practice.
We believe that this is an important and potentially
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fruitful ongoing line of research.

Future research
In response to the above challenges we are planning
ongoing and future research in this project following
three different threads.
The first will repeat the early design experiment
but involving a group of three or more participants.
Regular role changing with regard to the ‘librarian’
who updates the shared reference material will be
mandatory. It will maintain the dependencies between the geometry in the model files worked on by
the team members and the negotiated shared reference or schema files.
The second will investigate the application of
this same model with its dependencies but in design
stages from design development through to fabrication planning where there is less expectation of novelty and the schema is already established.
The third will investigate the use of the SVN subversion repository for file sharing of parallel design
processes during design development. In this third
investigation there will be no dependency between
files and no requirement for consistent use of a single modeling software.
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